Complex pectus excavatum in adults: which is the best solution?
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We read with great interest the paper of Puma et al. [1], in which they propose an external longitudinal titanium support after sternochondroplasty for severe asymmetric pectus excavatum repair. Pectus excavatum has probably been the chest deformity with the largest number of proposed techniques for its correction over the years.

The very interesting solution proposed by Dr. Puma gives rise to a few considerations:

(i) We agree with the concept that an open procedure in severe asymmetric pectus excavatum should be preferred over minimally invasive techniques, also in the case of young patients. A careful selection in this particular class of patients is mandatory in order to evaluate the complexity of chest-rib-spine deformity and bone apposition in sternochondral ribs. The execution of a Nuss procedure in these cases may produce an immediate result that is less satisfactory due to the unbalanced tension in the most depressed chest wall portions.

(ii) We completely agree on the need of wedge and linear anterior osteotomy by preserving rib integrity in order to avoid an ‘ad axim’ displacement that could lead to sternal splitting and chest instability.

(iii) The risks of steel-strut removal as mentioned by the authors mostly arise from technical mistakes such as inadequate straightening of the bar before its extraction. We generally adopt an easy and safe way to straighten the bar and have never had complications [2].

(iv) Foreign-material removal, even if it is titanium, in our opinion, is always preferable to prevent intolerance or infections during the follow-up.

(v) We have some doubt concerning procedure-related costs. The necessity of two titanium bars and several screws seems to entail more expenses than a single steel bar.

In our experience, even in the presence of a severe deformity of the chest associated with other malformations such as a severe scoliosis, a modified Ravitch procedure with implantation of a seagull wing moulded prosthesis can be safely performed with good immediate and long-term results [3].
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We thank the editor for the opportunity to explain better the rationale for our recently proposed technique [1]. When many different procedures are described for the treatment of the same disease, it is clear that the ideal technique has not been identified yet.

In our opinion, the method devised by Actis Dato et al. [2] has a valid theoretical basis and has, in their hands, proved to be safe and effective. Furthermore, the authors have such a considerable experience in this field that their opinion has to be taken into the utmost consideration by the scientific community.

In conceiving our technique, we aimed to avoid some drawbacks associated with the use of metallic retrosternal bars while trying to maintain similar long-term results. In fact, a transverse posterior bar limits the thoracic compliance, causes exposures to serious damage in the case of trauma, can be painful and requires a second operation for removal. We think that such disadvantages may justify the research on novel methods. The use of new titanium plates specifically built for sternal stabilization avoids the need for a posterior support, while ensuring the same solidity of the reconstructed sternum. These results can be achieved thanks to the highest strength-to-weight ratio of titanium: the Synthes struts (Synthes®, Canada Ltd.) modelled on the anatomical sternal shape are so thin and light that their removal is not required. As correctly noted by Actis Dato et al., the procedure is relatively expensive [3]. This disadvantage is undoubtedly more than offset by the avoidance of a second surgery for the bar removal. Finally, the economic impact of the procedure is limited, as it is indicated in a carefully selected group of patients, with a condition difficult to correct such as the severe asymmetric pectus excavatum.
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We read with great interest the important investigation by Inci et al. [1] on bilateral lobar lung transplantation (LTx). As a rationale, the authors cite that significantly oversized allografts are associated with perioperative complications and worse outcomes. The citation provided refers to a dog model of lobar LTx that compared allografts oversized on average 3.1-fold vs allografts that were similarly 3.3-fold oversized, but subsequently downsized 10–19% via peripheral wedge resections. At 4 h after LTx, the control group had higher pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) and lower PaO2 [2]. In a porcine model of lobar LTx, a 1.8-fold oversized allograft was compared with a size-matched allograft. That study reported a superior function with lower pulmonary artery pressures and lower PVR associated with the oversized allografts [3]. Neither animal model ideally reflects the clinical experience in humans. The human experience using significantly oversized lobar LTx with a 2.07-fold-oversized allograft was reported with good long-term outcomes [4]. Whereas there is evidence that (within surgically feasible limits) oversized allografts are not associated with worse clinical outcomes, there is evidence that significant undersizing could be problematic [5]. Donor-to-recipient lung-size mismatch is preferably assessed by the predicted total lung capacity (pTLC)-ratio (=donor pTLC/recipient pTLC) [5, 6]. In paediatric living lobar LTx, there is an association between undersizing (pTLC-ratio < 0.8) and worse survival [5]. Inci et al. focus on height difference between groups and the donor pTLC to recipient actual TLC difference. However, recipient actual TLC likely reflects the lung pathology more than the recipient’s thorax size. Thus, it would be helpful, if Inci et al. could provide pTLC-ratio matching data for their cohorts. If, for example the pTLC-ratio of a conventional LTx is 1.25 (which should not be associated with worse clinical outcomes) and a lobar LTx leads to an actual pTLC-ratio of 0.75, one could expect that the very undersized situation created could lead to inferior clinical outcomes. Inci et al. report on a 39% occurrence of haemothorax. The association of undersizing (pTLC-ratio < 1.0)